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About This Game
THE BEGINNING OF A GREAT ADVENTURE
You woke up next to the crashed plane. Who are you and where flying - you don't remember.
Land, where you were, you will require a lot of strength and courage to stay alive.
It's open world. There are a lot of dead cities, abandoned factories, caves, mines, and anomalous radioactive zones, a
biologically dangerous place - where you have to find medicine, bandages, clothes and weapons.
CALL OF NATURE AND EVIL
You will have to fight and kill the enemies that will attack you, bandits, monsters, zombies, wild animals.
• You can play first and third person.
• Dynamic day and night weather.
• Cut trees and build houses, and various buildings.
• Light the torch and light your way at night in the cave, jungle and desert towns.
• You can explore the island alone, as well as to complete various missions.
• Kill animals. Put out the fire.
• You can use it to travel by car.
• The game has many different clothes and equipment, which must find and collect.
PRIMITIVE AND MODERN WEAPONS
• You can create and find a variety of weapons.
• Minigun, machine gun, flamethrower, grenade launcher, grenades, sniper rifle, bow, spear, axe, sword, pistol, torch.
• With the help of weapons you can kill bandits, mercenaries, soldiers, animals and all sorts of monsters and zombies.
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• Build traps and defend against enemies.
CHALLENGE IN A PVP GAME
• Create your own server in multiplayer.
• Play online with players around the world.
PLAYING – LEARN TO SURVIVE AND FIGHT
You on a thrilling adventure in an open world, in the abandoned cities and caves, which are full of all mystery and horror.
• In the game you can shoot the heads of the dead, zombies, and bandits.
• Collect the heads of the dead and see them on spears, mark their territory.
• Find bandages and medicine. Cure yourself from wounds and radiation.
You expect the city jungle. In the game you can swim, kill, hunt, build, gather clothes and things, weapons, ammo.
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Title: Girl Amazon Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Kobra Studio
Publisher:
Kobra Studio
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2016

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz or higher
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX260
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English,Russian
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The graphics on this game are so bad that they looked like they had been rendered by a 5 yr old who got loose on a very old
edition of Daz3D or poser 4, the game makers have no clue of cloth physics or dynamics and really need to relook at using
possibly genesis or Victoria 4 for their character, I've sold better looking 3D products than the plastic looking clothes in this
game. Although I know the designer is aiming to possibly update the game please look into bitmaps and more to improve the
quality of the characters, as well as movement dynamics of clothes moving.. this alone made me shudder.
No real instructions, straight into character selection, start menu would've been useful and a lot more. Come on guys please use
your eyes this game is seriously graphically at least not ready for release by any shape or standard, it's pre-early access. girl
amazon survival. https://youtu.be/PMaw39KLb70
Wow where to start with this one? Maybe the awful graphics, or maybe the even worse animations? The poor sounds or the
cumbersome controls. I know - the awful combat against a constant sea of constantly respawning and ugly undead. Seeing as
combat is at the heart of this 'game' you would think the devs would have refined it to at least be half decent? Well no, they
didn't. Oh and the zombies don't make any noise until they are attacking you so prepare to be half dead before you even know
your in danger.
So how is the survival aspects? Pretty poor - you get mini in game missions which reward you with in game money which stays
with your character. So its often easier just to buy what you need before spawning back in. This is true for ammo which seems
scare as hell. Not that it matters as the spear or sword are the best weapons in game anyway so you will hardly ever shoot
anything anyway.
So all in all - save your money as I have not seen one update to this 'early access' game since purchase - and I don't think it will
ever become anything other than the tedious mess it is right now.. super cool game
+good controls
+good story
+good graphics
+always running at below 20fps

-none

overall i can really feel the passion put into this game, gj devs!. Playing Rust admiring men.
Playing Girl Amazon Survival admire the girls.
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DOES RUN ON IBM.. A no buy. Rating 1/10. 1 Just for being a game. A sucky one at that.
This has single player and multiplayer. I only played the single player.
When I saw this game on the store page the name grabbed me but I hated the graphics in the trailer and I told the developer the
game looked horrible and that he should remake the game in Unreal. Unity sucks. But afterwards I felt bad and since the game
was under $1 I figured I'd support the dev and help him buy assets for Unreal so he can remake his game so it at least looks
good.
After playing the game for a short while. My opinion of the game still stands.
When I started the game I noticed I must of been in a plane crash and landed in the jungle or on an island. Sound familiar? And
then I noticed that out of nowhere zombies are spawning and attacking me and they keep spawning from a spot for no reason.
So I run and run until I see a beach with a nippa/bamboo dock and when I walk up there are zombies already there. I run and run
and am wonder what to do. How can I defend myself. "Oh look !!. My inventory has a machine gun and a flamethrower already
in it." Hmmm. Are airline passengers allowd to carry guns on board? Maybe in the country I am in. But flamethrowers? So
really if I go on I will just judge this thing more harshly. Oh I went back to the dock and killed the zombies and they just kept
spawning at a spot on the hut that is over the water. Hmmm? Whaaaattt?? I don't get it. If the developer remakes the game with
way better graphics and game play and animations which are horrible then I will play this again. Possibly good idea for a
shooter/survival game but junkie for my taste.. this game is one of the worst ♥♥♥♥ing things ever do not even buy as a joke...
Best game ever 100/69 , the graphics ar da best it looks like �� , Would buy again,. Best game I've ever played definitely worth
playing!. Worse headache and motion sickness than any game I've played on my Vive.... Impressive....
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